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The design of polycrystalline alloys hinges on a predictive understanding of the interaction between
the diffusing solutes and the motion of the constituent crystalline interfaces. Existing frameworks
ignore the dynamic multiplicity of and transitions between the interfacial structures and phases.
Here, we develop a computationally-accessible theoretical framework based on short-time equilib-
rium fluctuations to extract the drag force exerted by the segregating solute cloud. Using three
distinct classes of computational techniques, we show that the random walk of a solute-loaded in-
terface is necessarily non-classical at short time-scales as it occurs within a confining solute cloud.
The much slower stochastic evolution of the cloud allows us to approximate the short-time behavior
as an exponentially sub-diffusive Brownian motion in an external trapping potential with a stiffness
set by the average drag force. At longer time-scales, the interfacial and bulk forces lead to a gradual
recovery of classical random walk of the interface with a diffusivity set by the extrinsic mobility.
The short-time response is accessible via ab-initio computations, offering a firm foundation for high
throughput, rational design of alloys for controlling microstructural evolution in polycrystals, and
in particular for nanocrystalline alloys-by-design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Engineering the chemistry and concentration of solutes
in crystalline materials is an economical route for tailor-
ing their structural and functional properties. The so-
lutes modify the free energy of bulk phases, and appropri-
ately designed processing routes can readily exploit their
relative stability for the design of multiphase microstruc-
tures [1]. A more dramatic effect involves their inter-
actions with extended defects such as dislocations and
crystalline interfaces. The defect microstructure serves
as a natural template for the inhomogeneous distribu-
tion of solutes as they preferentially segregate at these
less dense regions [2–4]. Their kinetics is modified as it is
coupled to the diffusion of the enveloping solute cloud. As
a well-known example, the Cottrell (solute) cloud around
dislocations in metals arrests their motion [5]. The effect
is the basis for solid-solution strengthening and strain
aging in a range of industrially relevant alloys [6].
Solute segregation at interfaces is equally important
during annealing phenomena such as grain growth and
recrystallization, and more general thermo-mechanical
processing [7, 8]. The segregation modifies the interfacial
thermodynamics and kinetics, and thereby the mechan-
ical and functional properties of interfacial microstruc-
tures. As examples, segregation-based changes in the
interfacial free energy can lead to transitions in its struc-
ture and morphology [9–14], in turn modifying the driv-
ing force for coarsening [15, 16]. Drag forces exerted by
the usually sluggish solute cloud [17–25] lead to a dra-
matic decrease in the interface kinetics [3, 26]. The cou-
pled evolution of the interfacial microstructure leads to
changes in the final grain size, texture and distribution of
interface types that directly impact their material prop-
erties [27–29]. The ability to quantify the segregation
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extent and the drag forces is therefore of central impor-
tance during processing of polycrystalline alloys and re-
lated multiphase materials.
A. Theoretical Background
Extracting the segregation extent and its effect on the
interface kinetics is challenging as the parameters are sen-
sitive to the dynamic atomic-scale structure of the in-
terfaces. The segregation-driven coupling between inter-
faces and the solute cloud is controlled by the strength of
the interaction between each solute and the interface [17–
20, 30] U(R), where R is the generalized spatial coordi-
nate. In general, this strength varies differently along and
normal to the interface, U ≡ U(r, z) where r ≡ (x, y)
is the coordinate within the interface plane and z the
coordinate along the interface normal. For unsaturated
interfaces in dilute ideal solutions, this thermodynamic
parameter sets the equilibrium segregation isotherm for
the stationary interface,
c(R) ≈ c∞e−U(r,z)/kBT , (1)
where c∞ is the bulk impurity concentration far away
from the interface.
The solute-drag effect arises due to the modified chem-
ical potential of the solutes in the vicinity of the inter-
face. Following early work by Cahn, Lu¨cke and Stu¨we
on grain boundaries in ideal dilute solutions (CLS frame-
work) [17, 18],
µ(r, z)− µ0 = kBT ln c(R, t) + U(r, z),
with µ0 the reference chemical potential corresponding
to bulk composition c = c∞. The local diffusive flux is
J = (Dsc/kBT )∇µ is controlled by the solute diffusivity
Ds ≡ Ds(z) that in general varies with the distance away
from the boundary. Usually, the boundary diffusivity
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2Dbs = D(z < |λ|) over the nanoscopic boundary width λ
is much faster than the bulk diffusivity DBs = D(z > |λ|)
such that the flux is largely determined by fast diffusion
across the boundary region. In this limit, the temporal
evolution of the profile takes the form
∂c
∂t
= Dbs∆c+
Dbs
kBT
∇ · (c∇U).
The in-plane variations in U(r, z) reflect the structural
periodicity of the interface that lead to short-range fluc-
tuations in individual solute-interface interactions. Av-
eraging these out such that U ≡ U(z) simplifies solutions
for the shape of a steady-state solute cloud around a flat
interface moving at a constant velocity h¯t along its nor-
mal nˆ,
nˆ · J = Dbs
∂c
∂z
+
Dbsc
kBT
∂U
∂z
+ h¯tc = h¯tc∞.
As expected, the solution for the shape of the solute cloud
c(z)− c∞ depends on both the interface velocity and the
variation U(z). The net drag force then is the force (pres-
sure) per solute on the interface∇U(r, z), integrated over
all the solutes within the cloud,
ps(t) =
1
λ
+λ/2∫
−λ/2
 1
A
∫
ΩA
Γ(R, t)∇U(r, z) dr
 dz , (2)
where A is the interface area and λ is the boundary width
associated with the solute excess per unit interface area,
defined as dΓ = [c(R, t) − c∞] dz. The drag force renor-
malizes the relation between the interface velocity and
the applied driving force. For a linear relation between
the two, we get an extrinsic mobility that depends on
the bulk solute concentration and the interface velocity,
M∗i ≡ M∗i (c∞, h¯t). Below a threshold velocity and for a
symmetrical triangular profile for U(z) centered around
a flat boundary [18],
1
M∗i
≈ 1
Mi
+ αc∞, (3)
where the parameter α is an integral related to the spa-
tial variation in U(z) and varies inversely with the solute
diffusivity Ds.
The CLS framework and its modern continuum and
discrete refinements [20–24, 31–33] highlight the main
challenges in quantifying the solute-drag forces. Extract-
ing the distribution U(z) is challenging. In principle, the
variation can be reconstructed from experimentally ex-
tracted segregation profiles at the interfaces [7, 8, 34–
40]. However, these studies are limited in the atomic-
scale resolution necessary to probe the dynamic nature
of the atomic-scale interfacial structures at processing
temperatures, and suffer from complications due to co-
segregation effects. An independent quantification of in-
trinsic interface mobility and interface diffusivity is nec-
essary (Eq. 3). Experimentally this is challenging since
the level of sample purity and the solute excess at the
interfaces required to estimate the drag forces are un-
known, and there is growing evidence that even minute
quantities of solutes (of the order of a few ppm) can mod-
ify the migration rates of grain boundaries [3, 26, 41–43].
Finally, both continuum and discrete frameworks break-
down at low driving forces (and therefore low velocities)
where the transients driven by local solute-interface in-
teractions become important [17, 22]. In this industrially
relevant limit, the solutes are at near-equilibrium with
the interface where dissipation via convective fluxes due
to in-plane solute diffusion and shape fluctuations of the
mechanico-chemically coupled interface become impor-
tant.
FIG. 1. (a) An atomic-scale configuration of a grain bound-
ary in α-Fe (red) with an equilibrium segregation of inter-
stitial carbon (blue). The superposed grayscale contrast is a
schematic illustration of the solute cloud whose motion is cou-
pled to that of the boundary. (b) The equilibrium fluctuations
of the grain boundary are analogous to diffusiophoresis of a
Brownian particle in a binary fluid characterized by attrac-
tive interactions with the solvated solutes that form a cloud
around the particle (shaded gray).
Atomic-scale computational frameworks based on equi-
librium fluctuations of solute-loaded interfaces can by-
pass most of these limitations, enabling a direct quan-
tification of the solute-drag effect. For example, the ran-
dom walk method has been recently extended to quantify
the effect of (a non-equilibrium distribution of) a vary-
ing number of solute atoms on the mobility of a grain
boundary in a substitutional alloy [44]. To make con-
tact with experiments, a fundamental understanding of
the effects of a near-equilibrium solute cloud is necessary,
and to this end we first develop a Langevin framework
for fluctuations of solute-loaded interface. We delegate a
rigorous derivation of the shape fluctuations to a later
study and present the limiting behavior for the short
time-scale random-walk of the mean interface position
for a simple homophase interface, i.e. a grain boundary.
A combination of numerical simulations are employed to
validate the theory and the related spatio-temporal scal-
ings that stem from the modified stochastic dynamics of
the interface due to the presence of a bound yet diffusing
solute cloud. We show the utility of this framework in
quantifying the solute-drag force by performing all-atom
computations of a grain boundary in the Fe-C system.
3II. RESULTS
A. Langevin Formulation
In order to capture the segregation-induced corrections
to the fluctuations of the interface, it is necessary to ac-
count for the interplay between the thermal fluctuations
of the interface and those of the solute cloud. Consider
the interface profile defined as h(r, t) = h¯(t) + ξ(r, t),
where h¯(t) is the spatially averaged boundary position
and ξ(r, t) describes fluctuations in its shape. The cou-
pled evolution of the interface and the solute cloud is
modified by fluctuations at the interface and in the bulk,
ht
Mi
= γκ− ps + η, (4a)
∂c
∂t
=∇ ·
[
Ds∇c+ Dsc
kBT
∇U + q
]
. (4b)
We ignore shear coupling between normal and tangential
interfacial motion [45–48], for simplicity and also because
solutes have a non-trivial effect in that they can uncou-
ple the motion for boundaries that are otherwise coupled,
and vice verse [49]. η(r, t) and q(R, t) are the interfacial
and bulk noise terms that in the dilute limit are uncor-
related,
〈η(r, t)η(r′, t′)〉 = 2kBT
Mi
δ(r− r′)(t− t′), (5a)
〈qi(R, t)qj(R′, t′)〉 = 2DBs
kBT
∂µ/∂c
δ(R−R′)(t− t′)δij
≈ 2DBs c δ(R−R′)(t− t′)δij . (5b)
The interfacial force due to relaxation is largely unmod-
ified by the presence of the solutes with Mi 6= Mi(c)
the intrinsic mobility of the pure interface with pro-
jected extent Ld−1 (d being the dimension) that sets
its effective diffusivity Di = MikBT/L
d−1. The bulk
noise term captures the concentration fluctuations away
from the interface that serves as the solute conserva-
tion condition [18, 50] that is based on the simplification
∂µ/∂c = kBT/c. The concentration fluctuations modify
the solute flux,
J =
Dbs
kBT
∇µ+ q,
which results in fluctuations of the shape of the solute
cloud (Eq. 4b), therefore the drag force ps(R, t). The
boundary condition c(|z − h(r, t)| > λ, t) = c∞ together
with solute flux balance across the interface consistent
with solute conservation completes the formulation.
B. 1D Model
The effect of shape fluctuations ξ(r, t) and the resul-
tant interface curvature on the spatially averaged bound-
ary position h¯t can be integrated out in the limit of fast
in-plane solute diffusion. Then, the 1D stochastic evo-
lution of the interface follows from spatially averaging
Eq. 4a along the interface,
h¯t
Mi
=
1
A
∫∫
A
ht(r, t)dxdy = (−p¯s + η¯) , (6)
where the noise term η¯(t) is averaged over the interface
area and still uncorrelated. The drag force can be ex-
pressed as an average over its spatio-temporal variation
p¯(z, t) away from the interface (Eq. 2),
p¯s(t) ≈ 1
λ
+λ/2∫
−λ/2
Γ(z, t)
dU(z)
dz
dz =
1
λ
+λ/2∫
−λ/2
p¯(z, t)dz. (7)
The temporal dependence of the solute excess arises from
asymmetry in the distribution of the solute excess about
the boundary, with the MSD of the average interface po-
sition given by
〈h¯2〉
Mi
2 =
t∫
0
dt′
t∫
0
dt′′〈[p¯s(t′)− η(t′)] [p¯s(t′′)− η(t′′)]〉. (8)
Equations 6-8 describe the 1D Brownian motion of a
particle in an external potential related to the drag force,
∂V/∂z = −p¯s(z, t), with a corresponding Fokker-Plank
equation for the probability ρ(z, t) of finding the bound-
ary at position z and time t,
1
Mi
∂ρ(z, t)
∂t
= − ∂
∂z
[
∂V (z, t)
∂z
ρ(z, t)
]
+ kBT
∂2ρ(z, t)
∂z2
.
(9)
A compact analytical solution is difficult as the external
potential itself evolves diffusively in time. The framework
does, however, allow us to explore the limiting behavior
that yields insight into the nature of the fluctuations, and
we mention some of the salient aspects before using nu-
merical techniques for the solving the coupled equations.
C. Scaling analyses
In most polycrystalline alloys, the solute diffusivity is
lower than the effective diffusivity of the interfaces, Di.
The extreme limit Ds  Di corresponds to an adiabatic
approximation in which the interface fluctuates in an ex-
ternal potential
V (z, t) ∝
∫
p¯s[z/ζ(t)]dz,
4where ζ(t) is a continuous interpolating function that
varies slowly on the time-scale of the motion of the in-
terface. It represents an approximation of the coupled
dynamics of solute cloud between solutions to the quasi-
static equilibrium configurations and allows us to explore
the long- and short-time behavior of the system.
1. Short time behavior
At time-scales much smaller than the solute diffusion
scale τD ∼ a2/Ds, the interface fluctuates in an effec-
tively non-deformable solute cloud. Here, a is the typi-
cal diffusion jump distance of the order of a few lattice
parameters. The behavior is analogous to Brownian mo-
tion in a time-independent trapping potential V (z) based
on a near-equilibrium solute excess Γ(z, t) ≈ Γ(z). The
underlying Fokker-Planck equation has a stationary so-
lution obtained by setting ∂ρ/∂t→ 0,
ρst(z) = ρ
0
st exp
 1
kBT
z∫
0
peqs (z
′)dz′
 = ρ0st exp [V (z)kBT
]
,
where ρ0st is the normalization constant such that∫
ρstdz = 1. For displacements of the order of the width
of the segregation profile, the external potential can be
approximated as a quadratic potential V (z) = − 12χz2
with the constant χ = ∂ps(z)/∂z a measure of the drag
force per unit interface width or its stiffness,
χ ≈ 〈∇Γ∇U + Γ∇2U〉. (10)
The resultant dynamics is the analogue of an overdamped
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process in a harmonic (friction) po-
tential [51] with
ρ(z, t) =
√
χ
2pikBT f(t)
exp
[
− V (z)
kBT f(t)
]
and
〈h¯2〉 = Di
Miχ
f(t), with f(t) = 1− exp(−2χMit). (11)
The time dependence is captured by the exponentially
increasing function f(t) with a time constant associated
with interface relaxation, τi = 1/(2Mχ). The MSD is
then necessarily non-classical at short times with the
leading order correction directly proportional to the so-
lute drag stiffness,
〈h¯2〉 = 2Dit− 2D
2
iL
d
kBT
χt2 +O(t3), (12)
and the deviation scales with the ensemble averaged drag
stiffness. Following Eq. 7, the net drag force is p¯s = λχ/2.
2. Intermediate behavior
For time-scales of the order of the solute diffusion
t ∼ τD, the segregation cloud deforms and becomes mo-
bile, and the interface evolution is increasingly influenced
by bulk forces. This has parallels with the Brownian dy-
namics of a particle in a binary solvent under an exter-
nal force field that arises due to attractive surface in-
teractions with the solutes (Fig. 1). The forces between
the rapidly fluctuating interface and the cloud scale with
their relative displacement, ∆h = |h¯− h¯s|, and the con-
centration fluctuations in the bulk lead to changes in the
solute excess, Γ(z). The overall evolution of the interface
is due to their combined effect, ps[∆h(t),Γ(z, t)].
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FIG. 2. Schematic showing the coupling between the dynam-
ics of the interface and the solute cloud within a 1D Brownian
dynamics (BD) simulation on a 1D lattice of unit cell length
a, with solute-interface interaction strength U0 = −1.5 eV,
bulk solute concentration c∞ = 1%, and interface width
λ = 2a. Here and elsewhere, the interface site density is
fixed at Ns = 100/a
3. The solute cloud is characterized by
the peak in the equilibrium concentration profile (solid blue
line), h¯s = 0.3 while the variation in the interaction strength
is centered at the interface, h¯i = −0.4. The shaded region rep-
resents the net drag force p¯s that arises due to the relative dis-
placement of the interface and the solute cloud, ∆z = h¯i− h¯s.
(inset) Plot of the drag force p¯s and corresponding trap po-
tential V as a function of ∆z.
Following the exponential sub-diffusion, the diffusion
distance with respect to a static solute cloud (〈h¯s2〉 = 0)
saturates to a value that scales inversely with the drag
stiffness, 〈∆h¯2〉 ∼ 1/χ (Eq. 11). Thereafter, for small so-
lute diffusivities Ds/Di  1, the variance of the stochas-
tic interfacial force scales as 〈p¯2s〉 ≈ χ2〈∆h¯2〉 ∼ χ, where
we have assumed that the fluctuations of the interface
are rapid enough that they sample the entire solute cloud
before it becomes mobile, or 〈∆h〉 ≈ 0. The stochastic
forcing of the solute cloud leads to a super-diffusive devi-
ation from the classical response of an uncoupled solute
cloud (∼ Dst) that scales as (p¯s/Di)2t2 (Eq. 9), resulting
in a time-dependent effective diffusivity ∼ Ds + χt/D2i .
The sharpness of the initial recovery therefore increases
with the drag force, and then eventually asymptotes to
a response shaped by a steady-state balance between in-
terface and bulk forces.
53. Long time behavior
At times t  τD, the interface dynamics is continu-
ally modified by concentration fluctuations in the bulk
as the interface absorbs and desorbs solutes. Fluctua-
tions in the shape of the solute cloud represent a bal-
ance between this source-sink solute action and the in-
terfacial forces. For low bulk diffusivities Ds/D
B
s  1
(e.g. substitutional solutes in crystalline alloys) and low
interaction strength U ≈ 0, the concentration fluctua-
tions are essentially frozen and each solute acts as a lo-
cal trap as the pure interface moves through their ran-
dom dispersion. Diffusion in such generalized random
media is anomalous and often sub-diffusive, character-
ized by a unique time exponent 〈h¯2〉 ∝ tβ with β < 1.
Sinai diffusion represents an extreme limit characterized
by particle motion in a quenched random external force
field [52, 53]. At solute concentrations high enough to
randomize solute-interface interactions, the effective drag
force on the interface is spatio-temporally uncorrelated,
〈p¯s(t′)p¯s(t′′)〉 = 2U0δ [z(t′)− z(t′′)]. The interface dy-
namics is Sinai-like with logarithmic growth of the MSD,
〈h¯〉2 ∝ log4(t), that is sub-diffusive with an effective ex-
ponent that continuously decreases, or decelerating sub-
diffusion. On the other hand, in dilute solutions, solute
trap events are rare and the net solutal force field acting
on the interface is no longer uncorrelated. The interface
motion is directed towards the solute traps interspersed
with rapid diffusion between the traps. The distribu-
tion of wait times at the traps is set by the z-projected
spacing between the randomly dispersed solutes and the
strength of the traps. For heavy-tailed distribution of
waiting times that can arise in dilute solutions, the dy-
namics corresponds to a (truncated) Le´vy walker with
super-diffusive dynamics, i.e. β > 1.
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FIG. 3. Evolution of the MSDs of pure and solute-loaded in-
terfaces in the BD simulations, with intrinsic interface mobil-
ity Mi = 5 a
2/eVτi and kBT = 0.8 eV. For the solute-loaded
interface, solute diffusivity Ds = 0.01 a
2/τi, c∞ = 1.0 at%,
U0 = −1.5 eV and λ = 2a. The error bars are of the symbol
size and not shown for clarity. (inset) A magnified view of
the short time behavior.
The dynamics of the solute-loaded interface lies in be-
tween these two limits. The segregation dilutes the effect
of the local traps as it involves changes to an existing so-
lute cloud due to the bulk forces. Additionally, a contin-
uous exchange between solutes in the bulk and interface
leads to a more normal distribution of the wait times, and
we expect a classical behavior with an effective extrinsic
diffusivity that self-consistently captures the balance be-
tween the interfacial and bulk forces. As an example,
in the absence of bulk forces the spatially averaged in-
terface velocity is proportional to the interfacial noise,
h¯t(t) = Mi (η¯ − p¯s) ≈ M∗i η¯, and the MSD increases lin-
early with time,
〈h¯2〉 = 2D∗i t =
2M∗i kBT
Ld
t. (13)
In substitutional alloys with low bulk diffusivities DBs ,
the extrinsic mobility entailes statistically significant in-
teractions with bulk solutes for capturing the dependence
of the bulk concentration c∞. In systems where the bulk
diffusivity is comparable, we expect a quicker recovery of
the classical random walk as it is facilitated by the bulk
concentration fluctuations. In the extreme case where
the bulk solute diffusivity is much larger (e.g. solid-fluid
interfaces in liquid saline solutions [54]), the interface dif-
fusivity is completely controlled by stochastic forces ex-
erted by solute diffusion to and from the bulk.
These scaling arguments reveal that the random walk
of a solute-loaded interface is necessarily sub-diffusive at
short times as the interface fluctuates in a frozen equilib-
rium solute cloud. Thereafter, the combination of slow
solute diffusion and solute-interface interactions leads to
a weakly super-diffusive intermediate recovery regime.
At long times, the interplay between bulk forces asso-
ciated with concentration fluctuations and the interface
forces results in a gradual recovery of the classical linear
evolution of the mean square interface position with a
slope set by the extrinsic mobility of the interface.
D. Numerical Analyses
We use a series of computational frameworks with
varying degrees of complexities to study the dynamics of
a solute-loaded interface for varying energetic and kinetic
parameters. We first perform 1D Brownian dynamics
simulations of two coupled random walkers. These sim-
ulations are performed in the quasi-static limit wherein
transients in the shape of the solute cloud are ignored.
These effects are captured in an on-lattice 2D Ising model
computations with substitutional impurities. We vali-
date the results via all-atom simulations of the short-time
response of a grain boundary in α-Fe in the presence of
interstitial carbon.
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FIG. 4. Short-time evolution of the MSDs of interfaces in the BD simulations with varying (a) bulk solute concentration
0 ≤ c∞ ≤ 1.0% and (b) solute-interface interaction strength −0.1 ≤ U0 ≤ −1.6 eV. The error bars are of the size of the
symbols and not shown for clarity. For both variations, the remaining variables are fixed at their reference values, c∞ = 1.0%,
Ds = 0.01 a
2/τi, and U0 = −1.5 eV. (insets) Plots of the drag force stiffness χ = 〈∇Γ∇U〉 for each variation. The average drag
force p¯s is the magnitude of χ for the prescribed interface width, λ = 2a.
1. 1D Brownian Dynamics of coupled random walkers
The overdamped Brownian Dynamics (BD) simula-
tions are performed for two random walkers that rep-
resent the interface and the solute cloud with instanta-
neous coordinates h¯ ≡ h¯i and h¯s, respectively (Fig. 2).
For simplicity, we restrict the dynamics to 1D and ignore
shape fluctuations of the interface and the solute cloud.
The solute-interface interaction energy U(z) is taken to
be a triangular profile of width λ centered at the inter-
face (Methods and Eq. S1). Its strength is scaled by its
value at the interface center, U0. At equilibrium, the two
random-walkers are coincident, i.e. h¯i = h¯s and the so-
lute concentration profile (Eq. 1) is symmetric about h¯s
and therefore h¯i.
The evolution of the two random walkers is imple-
mented by numerically integrating the 1D Langevin
equations (Eq. 6) over a 1D lattice discretized with
unit cell of length a using a second-order stochastic
Runge-Kutta (SRK) algorithm [55] with uncorrelated
white noises associated with the interface and bulk forces
(Methods, Eqs. S2-S3). The number density of solutes
sites and temperature are both fixed at Ns = 100/a
3
and kBT = 0.8 eV, respectively. For a net displacement
between the interface and solute cloud ∆z = |h¯i − h¯s|
induced by the fluctuations, the solute cloud is assumed
to move rigidly with a concentration profile (Eq. 1) based
on an interaction strength centered at its instantaneous
position hs(t). For simplicity, the solute diffusivity is as-
sumed to be a constant throughout the 1D lattice. In
effect, transients associated with the non-equilibrium so-
lute profile are ignored, that is U(z, t) ≈ U [(z)/h¯s(t)]
and c(z, t) = ceq(z). Using Eq. 7 we compute the instan-
taneous drag force that couples the two random walk-
ers (Methods). The results of the computations are an-
alyzed by monitoring the interface MSD, 〈∆h¯2i (t)〉 =
〈[h¯i(t)− h¯i(0)]2〉, where 〈· · · 〉 denotes the ensemble aver-
age over trajectories within independent simulations.
Figure 2 shows the configurations of the interface h¯i =
0.3a and the solute cloud h¯s = −0.4a within a simu-
lation with intrinsic interface mobility Mi = 5 a
4/eV τi
and interface area A = 1/a2. The reference values for
the energetic and kinetic parameters are c∞ = 1.0%,
Ds = 0.01 a
2/τB , U0 = −1.5 eV and λ = 2a. The shaded
areas represent restoring and repulsive contributions to
p¯s(t) around the interface center (Eq. 7). The former
is always dominant and results in a net drag force that
varies non-monotonically with the relative displacement
of the two random walkers ∆z. It increases almost lin-
early for small ∆z, exhibits a maximum at a distance of
the order of the width λ, and then decays non-linearly to
zero (inset, Fig. 2). The corresponding external potential
V is plotted in the inset.
The temporal evolution of the MSDs of pure and
solute-loaded interfaces are plotted in Fig. 3, for the refer-
ence values of U0, Ds and λ. The interface MSD increases
linearly with time with a diffusivity consistent with pre-
scribed interface mobility, 2Di = 2MikBT/A = 8 a
2/τi.
The evolution of the solute-loaded interface is initially
non-linear and then asymptotes to a linear increase at
long times, qualitatively in agreement with the theoreti-
cal predictions. The long-time slope is 2D∗i ≈ 1.1 a2/τi,
and based on Eq. 13, we get an order of magnitude de-
crease in the extrinsic mobility, M∗i = 0.69 a
4/eV τi. As
a comparison, for the triangular profile for U(z) and ref-
erence values of Ds, Ns and λ, the boundary-interaction
parameter is α = 134.2 eV τB/a
4 at% and the CLS model
predicts a value of M∗i = 0.64 a
4/eV τi (Eq. 3), in excel-
lent agreement with the simulations. The small discrep-
ancy is largely due to lack of transients associated with
bulk concentration fluctuations within a non-deformable
solute cloud.
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FIG. 5. Long time evolution of the interface MSD in the BD simulations with varying (a) c∞, (b) U0 and (c) Ds. The reference
values for these variations are same as in Fig. 4. (insets) The effect of each variation on the ratio of the mobility of the
solute-loaded interface to the pure interface, M∗i /Mi extracted from the slope d〈h¯2〉/dt in the range 60 τi < t < 100 τi. The
error bars are of the size of the symbols.
At short times t ≤ 0.01 τi and for diffusion distances
of the order of the lattice parameter (inset, Fig. 3), the
MSD is highly sub-diffusive, in agreement with the the-
oretical predictions. A single-parameter exponential fit
based on Eq. 11 yields the spatio-temporally averaged
drag stiffness, χ ≈ 6.0 ± 0.1 eV/a4. For the prescribed
interface width λ = 2a, the magnitude of χ equals the
average drag force p¯ (Eq. 7). Using the equilibrium solute
excess Γ(z) and U(z) distributed over this width together
with the distribution of ∆z observed in the simulations,
the average value of χ = 〈∇Γ∇U〉 = 5.8 ± 0.4 eV/a4.
The agreement between the theoretical value increases
for smaller times, suggesting that the small difference
arises due to an increasing mobile solute cloud at larger
times, and the non-monotonic variation in ps(z) at large
∆z.
The effect of variation in the bulk concentration c∞
and solute interaction strength U0 with respect to the
reference values on the short-time behavior is shown in
Fig. 4a and 4b. In each case, the short-time behavior is
exponentially sub-diffusive. As before, curve fits based
on Eq. 11 limited to t ≤ 0.05 τi yield the drag force gra-
dient χ, and the results are plotted as insets in each cor-
responding panel. Increasing c∞ leads to an increase in
χ (Fig. 4a). Since U0 and the interface width λ are both
fixed, the shape of the segregation profile as well as dU/dz
are unchanged such that the solute excess increases with
c∞. We then expect the increase in χ(c∞) to be linear.
While this is indeed the case at small concentrations, the
variation becomes weakly sub-linear with the concentra-
tion. The deviation arises due to the increasing confine-
ment of the interface within a denser solute cloud. The
resultant saturation of the MSD leads to corrections in
the short-time behavior (Eqs. 11 and 12). Increasing the
solute-interface interaction strength U0 results in a dra-
matic increase in χ (Fig. 4b), as it enhances both the
solute excess Γ and the force per solute, dU/dz. The for-
mer is an exponential increasing quantity governed by the
equilibrium solute segregation at the boundary (Eq. 1),
and is the dominant contribution.
The effect of solute diffusivity Ds is expected to be
minimal as the shape of the solute cloud is effectively
rigid. We do observe a weak dependence on χ (≈ 20%)
over a two orders of magnitude variation in Ds (Fig. 9a).
The effect is similar to the c∞ variation in that a reduc-
tion in Ds accelerates the saturation of 〈h¯2i 〉 and therefore
leads to a deviations in the effective χ. Decreasing the
time-scale associated with the fit shows that the effect of
Ds is negligible. The interface width dependence χ(λ) is
non-monotonic with a maximum at λ ≈ a (Fig. 9b). For
the triangular profile for U(z), χ varies as exp(−U0/λ)/λ,
and the net drag force ps ∼ λχ increases exponentially.
The small width behavior is dominated by exponential
dependence of the solute excess while the decrease at
large widths is due the decrease in gradient in the so-
lute excess dΓ/dz as well as the force exerted per solute,
dU/dz.
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the interface MSD over
five decades of simulation time. The double-logarithmic
plots for each parameter set exhibit a universal trend;
following the initial exponential sub-diffusive response,
we see a transition regime associated with a mobile so-
lute cloud (the knee of each curve) wherein the time-
exponent progressively increases and then settles into a
weakly super-diffusive regime with β > 1. Eventually,
the behavior asymptotes back to classical diffusion with
exponent β → 1. The long-time slope is used to ex-
tract the ratio of the extrinsic to intrinsic mobility ratio
M∗i /Mi.
Increasing the thermodynamic parameters U0 and c∞
enhances the sharpness of the recovery regime as well as
the super-diffusive behavior thereafter (Fig. 5a-5b), con-
sistent with the stochastic forcing of the solute cloud that
leads to a time-dependent diffusivity that increases with
the drag force χ. The mobility ratio M∗i /Mi exhibits a
sigmoidal decrease; as a measure of the solute-drag effect,
we observe an order of magnitude decrease in the mobil-
ity for U0 ≈ −1.5 eV and c∞ ≈ 1.0 at%. The interface
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respectively, in units of kBT = 0.7 eV. (b) Short time evolution of the interface MSD for fixed c∞ = 0.1 at%, and for varying Js
and solute diffusivities Ds. The error bars are of the size of the symbols and not shown for clarity. The straight line corresponds
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and the force per solute dU/dz = −(Js + Jc)/a in the model (circles, see Methods).
width λ has a similar similar effect on the mobility ratio
(Fig. 10), consistent with the exponential increase in the
drag force (and therefore its gradient). The intermediate
super-diffusive response decreases for extreme values of λ,
mimicking the width dependence χ(λ) extracted from the
short-time response, in accord with the scaling analysis.
The solute diffusivity modifies the weakly super-linear
increase in the intermediate regime (Fig. 5c), indicating
that it is in a part a kinetic effect. Smaller diffusivities
cause a separation of the scales between the rapidly fluc-
tuating interface within a slowly evolving solute cloud,
approaching a (truncated) Le´vy walker characterized by
β > 1. As such, the intermediate regime is increasingly
super-diffusive for smaller diffusivities. At long times,
the bulk forces drive the recovery of a classical random
walk. The extracted mobility ratios increases with Ds,
although the decrease is relatively modest and is consis-
tent with the inverse dependence of the integral α in the
CLS framework (Eq. 3). On the other hand, Ds has a
negligible effect on the drag stiffness (Fig. 9a), indicating
that even though the solute cloud is non-deformable, the
mobility reduction in this zero velocity limit remains in
small part a kinetic effect.
2. 2D kinetic Monte-Carlo (kMC) simulations
We next study the fluctuations of a solute-loaded in-
terface in an on-site lattice using a 3-spin kMC simula-
tions [22, 56]. Unlike the BD simulations, this model al-
lows for self-consistent near-equilibrium deformations of
the solute cloud. Figure 6a shows a bicrystal in a square
lattice with a lattice parameter a. The crystal atoms have
spins (orientations) si = ±1 while the substitutional so-
lute atoms are prescribed spins si = 0. The Hamiltonian
of the crystal atoms is that of a ferromagnetic Ising model
with bond energy Jc = 1 (Methods and Eqs. S4-S5).
The bond strength between substitutional solutes and the
crystal atoms Js > 0 results in a solute-interface interac-
tion, shaped like a truncated triangle over an interfacial
region of width λ = 3a, with strength U0 = −(Js + Jc)
(Fig. 11 and Table 1). The much rarer solute-solute in-
teractions are prescribed a bond energy Jss = 1 that is
sufficiently repulsive to prevent precipitation.
Segregation at the interface is evident in the concen-
tration profile c(z) for c∞ = 0.3 at% and kBT = 0.7 eV
(inset, Fig. 6a). Spin-flip dynamics with modifications
for diffusing solutes reveal that the short-time fluctu-
ations of the interface of the order of the lattice pa-
rameter are strongly sub-diffusive (Fig. 6b). The evo-
lution of the pure interface is classical with a diffusivity
Di = 2.7× 10−4 a2/MCS site−1. Single parameter fits to
an exponential sub-diffusive behavior yield the drag force
stiffness χ averaged over the interface width, and there-
fore the average drag force, p¯s = 3χ/2 eV/a
2. For c∞ =
0.1 at% and solute diffusivity Ds = 10
−4 a2/(MCS/site)
of the order of Di, the interaction strength U0 leads to
an almost linear increase in χ (inset, Fig. 6b), similar
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FIG. 7. Long-time evolution of the interface MSD in 2D kMC
simulations for (a) varying Js, at constant Ds = 0.01 a
2/
(MCS/site) and c∞ = 0.1 at%, and (b) varying Ds, at con-
stant Js = 0.20 kBT and c∞ = 0.1 at%. Double logarithm
versions of these plots are shown in Fig. 12. (insets) The
mobility ratio M∗i /Mi extracted from the slope d〈h¯2〉/dt as a
function of (a) Js and (b) Ds.
to the trends in the BD simulations at higher values of
U0. Theoretical estimates for χ = 〈∇Γ∇U〉 based on a
constant dU/dz = −(Js + Jc)/a for a flat interface and
the gradient of the average solute excess at the inter-
face 〈Γ〉/3a extracted from the simulations are in good
agreement and yield the same trend, although the sim-
ulation values are consistently smaller and the deviation
increases with U0. We attribute this deviation to the
combination of co-segregation effects and roughness of
the fluctuating interface that are naturally captured in
the simulations. While small changes in the solute dif-
fusivity have a negligible effect, for a solute diffusivity
Ds = 10
−2 a2/MCS site−1 much larger than Di, we see
the drag stiffness increases from 0.3 eV/a3 to 0.39 eV/a3,
and a rapid transition to the long-time behavior with a
relatively steeper slope (Fig. 6b). The effect is in contrast
to the minimal effect seen in BD simulations (Fig. 9a),
suggesting that the self-consistent deformations of the so-
lute cloud modify the drag stiffness, and in turn the drag
force.
The long-time behavior for fixed c∞ = 0.1 at% and
varying U0 and Ds is plotted in Fig. 7a and 4b. The
solute diffusivities are chosen to be larger compared to
the interface diffusivity in order to accelerate the re-
sponse towards this regime. The behavior is classical
in all cases, also evident in the double-logarithmic plots
shown in Fig. 12. The absence of the intermediate super-
diffusive regime highlights the combined effect of slow
interface diffusion and bulk forces on a compliant solute
cloud. For solute-interface interaction strengths in the
range −1.3 < U0 < −1.1 eV, the drag effect is signifi-
cant; we observe a two orders of magnitude reduction in
the mobility ratio (Fig. 7a). Increasing the interaction
strength and decreasing Ds both lead to a non-linear de-
crease in the interface mobility (Fig. 7b). The trends are
consistent with theoretical frameworks and BD simula-
tions.
3. Grain boundary in α-Fe-C alloy
Both BD and kMC simulations underscore the utility
of the short-time interface fluctuations in quantifying the
near-equilibrium solute drag stiffness χ, and therefore the
average drag force p¯s. We test the applicability of this
approach for a grain boundary in a model interstitial al-
loy, a high symmetry Σ3 (1¯1¯1) - θ = 109.47◦ symmetric
tilt grain boundary in the Fe-C system. Carbon segre-
gation to this grain boundary results in shear uncoupled
motion at high temperatures T > 800 K [49]. The inter-
atomic interactions are based on the Hepburn-Ackland
empirical framework [57] that accurately reproduces the
thermodynamic and kinetic properties of interstitial car-
bon in α-Fe (Methods). In order to capture the near
equilibrium deformations of the solute cloud, we focus
on the short-time response within a dilute alloy at a high
temperature, that is c∞ = 0.008 wt% and T = 1000 K;
the computationally intensive long-time behavior is del-
egated to a later study.
The equilibrated atomic configuration of the segre-
gated boundary of area A = LxLy = 34.6 nm
2 is shown in
Fig. 8a. Analysis of the carbon concentration profile (in-
set) yields the average boundary width λ = 2.2±0.02 nm
beyond which the concentration approaches that in the
bulk (Fig. 8b). This value is slightly larger than past
studies on segregation of individual carbon atoms with
grain boundaries in α-Fe [58], likely due to co-segregation
effects. In the absence of solutes, the MSD of the bound-
ary in α-Fe increases linearly with time [26, 59], and the
slope yields the diffusivity and mobility the grain bound-
ary, Di = 5.1±0.08×10−11 m2/s and Mi = DiA/kBT =
1.28 ± 0.02 × 10−7 m4/J s respectively (Fig. 8c). Under
these conditions, interface diffusivity is the almost twice
the bulk diffusivity of interstitial carbon in this model
system [57, 60], DBs ≈ 3 × 10−11 m2/s. On the other
hand, the grain boundary diffusivity is at least an order
of magnitude higher [61], Dbs ≈ 5× 10−9 m2/s.
The short-time evolution of the solute-loaded grain
boundary plotted in Fig. 8c is strongly sub-diffusive,
similar to that in the BD and kMC simulations. The
MSD saturates within ≈ 60 ps and the average bound-
ary displacement is less than the boundary width. While
these are short scales, the boundary MSD is averaged
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FIG. 8. (a) Atomic configuration of one the equilibrated Σ3 (1¯1¯1) - θ = 109.5◦ grain boundaries in α-Fe. The bulk impurity
concentration is c∞ = 0.008 wt%. Red and blue atoms denote carbon and iron, respectively. The magnified view depicts
the carbon distribution around the boundary in detail. The radius of carbon atoms is enhanced for visual clarity. (b) The
segregation profile c(z) at T = 1000 K. (c) Short-time evolution of the grain boundary MSD with (circles) and without (squares)
solutes at T = 1000 K. The MSD is averaged over 100 independent simulations and the error bars are of the size of the symbols.
The fits used to extract the mobility of the pure grain boundary and the drag force stiffness χ is also plotted.
over 50 independent equilibrium configurations of the
interface and the solute cloud (Methods). Aided by
the fast diffusion along the boundary, the boundary is
able to rapidly explore near equilibrium configurations
within these short spatio-temporal scales. The single pa-
rameter exponential fit is in excellent agreement with
the response for For t < 60 ps, with a drag stiffness,
χ = 0.22 ± 0.02 eV/nm4. The average drag force over
the boundary width is then p¯s = χλ/2 = 38.5±1.7 MPa.
III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The theoretical analyses and the three distinct classes
of computations clearly show that the random walk of a
solute-loaded interface is non-classical at short times as
it occurs within a slow moving solute cloud. The expo-
nentially sub-diffusive fluctuations of the interface within
the solute cloud yield the solute drag stiffness, and us-
ing independent measures of the interface width allows
us to extract the average drag force (pressure). The ex-
tracted drag force is an average over near-equilibrium
configurations of the solute cloud as well as self-consistent
shape fluctuations of the interface. It therefore repre-
sents its (hitherto elusive) zero velocity limit, of direct
relevance for the low driving forces typically during an-
nealing phenomena. Our results show that for the Σ3
grain boundary in ferrite, for carbon concentrations as
low as c∞ = 0.008 wt% the solute drag force is of the
order of tens of MPa and is higher than typical driving
forces in play during annealing of alloy microstructures.
As a comparison, for average grain boundary energies
γ ∼ 0.5 J/m2 in metals and for micron-scale grain sizes,
the curvature driving force p¯s ∼ 2γ/R ≈ 1. The effective
motion of the boundaries at these grain sizes is therefore
largely determined by the drag forces.
The ability to quantify the equilibrium drag force al-
lows us to investigate the effect of thermodynamic and
kinetic parameters such as bulk concentration and solute
diffusivity, facilitating the development of comprehen-
sive framework with predictive capabilities. The BD and
kMC simulations point to some universal trends. The
drag force is strongly influenced by the solute-interface
interaction strength, and the effect of the solute diffusiv-
ity is indirect through near equilibrium deformations of
the solute cloud. The diffusivity effect cascades to the in-
terface mobility extracted at long times through an inter-
play between interfacial and bulk forces, and can be ap-
proximated as a force balance not unlike that at the heart
of the CLS model (Eq. 3), wherein the effect of solute-
interactions and its effect on interface shape fluctuations
is absorbed within a now velocity independent drag force
p¯s ≡ p¯s(c∞, Ds, U0) characterized by a slow moving so-
lute cloud in equilibrium with the interface. This limit of
small velocities and driving forces (v/Mi ≈ 0) leads to an
extrinsic mobility that scales proportional to the interface
velocity, M∗i = v/p¯s. As an example, for the Σ3 grain
boundary in Fe-C, velocities of the order of v ≈ 1 mm/s
lead to an extrinsic mobility M∗i ∼ 10−12 orders of the
order smaller than its intrinsic mobility.
The equilibrium drag stiffness and force serve as mea-
sure of the stability of nanocrystalline alloys in the sys-
tem. Interfaces with average radius of curvature less than
R ∼ 2γ/p¯s can break free from the solute cloud. In the
case of Σ3 grain boundary in ferrite, R ∼ 25 nm. The
escape likely occurs at larger radii (and therefore grain
sizes) as the high curvatures also reduce the solute ex-
cess [62], which in turn increases the average grain bound-
ary energy [13]. The time-scales associated with the fluc-
tuations with interfacial region are accessible for higher-
fidelity computations using ab-initio dynamics, enabling
rational search and design of interfaces and nanocrys-
talline alloy systems with improved thermal stability.
The extrinsic mobility can be directly extracted from
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the long-time regime. These are necessarily computa-
tionally intensive in order to capture the balance between
interfacial and bulk forces; our ongoing efforts for the Σ3
grain boundary in α-Fe at T = 1000 K show that the en-
semble averages require times-scales in excess of 100 ns.
Longer computational times are required for substitu-
tional alloys. Based on our BD simulations (Fig. 5c), the
orders of magnitude slower solute diffusivities in these
alloy systems imply that an intermediate superdiffusive
regime mediates the transition to the long-time behavior.
Much longer time-scales become necessary to capture the
bulk forces that drive the transition to the long-time be-
havior. Extracting the drag forces from the short-time
fluctuations offer a viable strategy around this time-scale
limitation.
An understanding of the hierarchical random walk of
the interface within the coupled solute cloud has rami-
fications for stochastic dynamics in more general inter-
acting systems, and therefore extends beyond the mate-
rials science context explored here. Although the solute
dynamics is also stochastic, their preferential accumula-
tion/depletion at the particle surface results in a media
that adapts and evolves with the particle and is there-
fore strongly correlated. A similar situation arises when
the fluctuating particles can sequester minority compo-
nents from the medium, a classic example being lig-
and/antibody binding on moving vesicles and dynamics
of biomacromolecules (e.g. DNA-binding proteins). Our
study offers a framework for studying their dynamics in
strong coupled, interacting media.
IV. METHODS
A. Brownian dynamics simulations
The Brownian dynamics simulations are performed on
a 1D lattice with unit cell of length a. The simula-
tions are performed for fixed interface mobility Mi =
5 a4/eV τi, interface area A = 1/a
2, number density of
solutes at the interface Ns = 100/a
3, and thermal energy
kBT = 0.8 eV.
1. Solute-interface interaction, U(z)
The interaction between the solute and the interface is
assumed taken to be a triangular profile of width λ = 2a
centered at the interface
U(z − h¯i)
U0
=
(
1− 2|z − h¯i|
λ
)
H
(
λ
2
− |z − h¯i|
)
(S1)
where H(x) is the Heaviside function that confines the
interface-solute interactions to the interfacial width λ.
2. Dynamics
The coupled evolution of the interface h¯i and the so-
lute cloud h¯s is performed using a second-order stochastic
Runge-Kutta (SRK) algorithm [55]
h¯i[t+ ∆t] = h¯i[t]−Mi p¯s[t+ ∆t/2]∆t+ θ1, (S2a)
h¯s[t+ ∆t] = h¯s[t] +
Ds
kBT
p¯s[t+ ∆t/2]∆t+ θ2 , (S2b)
where ∆t is a time step much smaller than the relaxation
time of the interface velocity τi ∼ a2/Di. For numerical
stability and convergence, we choose ∆t = 10−4 τi. The
random numbers θ1 and θ2 are sampled from Gaussian
distributions with zero mean value and variances
〈θ21〉 = 2MikBT∆t, and 〈θ22〉 = 2Ds∆t,
respectively. The drag force that couples the two random
walkers evolves as
p¯s[t+ ∆t/2] =
1
2
(p¯s[t] + p¯s[t+ ∆t]) , (S3)
where
p¯s[t] ≡ p¯s(h¯i[t], h¯s[t]) and p¯s[t+ ∆t] ≡ p¯s(h¯′i[t+ ∆t], h¯s[t]
are evaluated based on the definition of p¯s(t) (Eq. 7), and
h¯′i is the trial displacement of the interface
h¯′i[t+ ∆t]i = h¯i[t]−Mp¯s[t]∆t+ θ1.
The simulations are typically performed for at least 106
time steps to extract the long-time behavior. The MSD
is averaged over 5× 104 independent simulations and re-
ported in units of a2. For each variation (c∞, U0, Ds,
and λ), simulations are performed for 20 different values,
with the remaining parameters fixed at their reference
values (see main text).
B. 2D Ising model with substitutional solutes
Energetics: The Hamiltonian of the three spin bicrys-
tal system si = ±1, 0 is sum of the interaction energies
between the crystal atoms, the solute-crystal atoms, and
the solute-solute atoms,
E = Ecc + Esi + Ess. (S4)
The crystal-crystal interactions for each of the Nc crystal
sites is based on the standard Ising model Hamiltonian,
Ecc = −Jc
2
Nc∑
i=1
Zc∑
j=1
sisj , (S5a)
where Zc is the number of nearest neighboring crystal
sites for the ith atom. The parameter Jc is a positive ex-
change energy, related to the bond energy of each inter-
acting crystal atom pair, and therefore sets the cohesive
energy of the system as well as the interface energy.
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The interaction energy of each of the Ns solute atoms
with the crystal atoms Esi is taken to be of the form [22]
Esi =
Js
2
Ns∑
i=1
|
Zc∑
j=1
sj |, (S5b)
where Js > 0 is the bond energy for each solute-crystal
atom pair. The last term is Eq. (S4) is the impurity-
impurity interaction energy Eii, defined as
Ess =
Jss
2
Ns∑
i=1
Zss∑
j=1
, (S5c)
where Jss > 0 is the pairwise solute-solute bond energy
and Zss is the number of neighboring impurity atoms.
1. Solute-interface interaction strength
Figure 11 shows the bicrystal configuration with a sin-
gle substitutional solute. The solute-interface interaction
strength U(z) can be expressed as
U(z) = [Es(z)− Ec(z)]− [Es(z)− Ec(z)] ,
where the term in the first square parenthesis is the en-
ergy change associated with adding a solute at a distance
z from the interface center, and the term in the second
square parenthesis is the energy change associated with
adding a solute in the bulk.
TABLE I. Parameters for calculation of solute-interface inter-
action energy for first neighbor interactions, Zc = Zi = 4.
z Es(z) Ec(z) Es(∞) Ec(∞) U(z)
a/2 Js −Jc 2Js −2Jc −(Js + Jc)
3a/2 2Js −2Jc 2Js −2Jc 0
Table 1 shows the energy of a solute at distances a/2
and 3a/2 from a flat interface (Fig. 11a). The inter-
actions are limited to the first nearest neighbors in the
square lattice, i.e. Zc = Zi = 4. Then, the U(z) vari-
ation within the interfacial region of width λ = 3a is a
truncated triangular profile,
U(z) =
{
−(Js + Jc), if z ≤ |a/2|
0 if z ≥ |3a/2| . (S6)
Assuming a linear decay of U(z) over the entire interfacial
region, the average solute-interface force directed towards
the interface is dU/dz ≈ −2/3(Js + Jc)/a. In this study,
Jc = Jss = 1, and therefore dU/dz ≈ −2/3(Js + 1)/a.
2. Simulation geometry
The simulations are performed within a rectangular
simulation box of dimensions Lx = Lz = 400 a. Periodic
boundary conditions are applied parallel to the interface
(x−direction). In contrast, inverse periodic boundary
conditions (i.e. si → −si) are applied along the inter-
face normal (z−direction), thereby eliminating the need
for two interfaces and any artifacts due to interactions
between the fluctuating interfaces.
3. Equilibrium segregation profile
Uncorrelated equilibrium solute distributions within
the bicrystal are necessary for accurate ensemble av-
erages of the interface fluctautions. They are gener-
ated using a semi-grand canonical Monte-Carlo simula-
tions (SGCMC) adapted to on-site lattice dynamics [63].
These involve transmutation steps between crystal atoms
and solute atoms, integrated within spin-flip dynamics
(see below). The probability of accepting a transmuta-
tion trial is min(∆H, 1), and is based on the distribution
function
H =
1
Nc!Ns!
exp
(
−E − µcNc − µsNs
kBT
)
,
where µc and µs are the chemical potentials of the crystal
and solute atoms. Specifically, the probabilities Ps→c and
Pc→s are
Ps→i = min
[
Ns
Nc + 1
exp
(
−∆E + ∆µ
kBT
)
, 1
]
Pc→s = min
[
Nc
Ns + 1
exp
(
−∆E −∆µ
kBT
)
, 1
]
,
where ∆E and ∆µ = µs − µc are the change in the total
system energy and relative chemical potential.
The SGMC simulations are first carried out for single
crystal to extract the relation between a fixed relative
chemical potential ∆µ, consistent with the grand canon-
ical ensemble, and the solute concentration in the vicinity
of the desired c∞. SGMC simulations on a bicrystal with
the same ∆µ yield the segregation profile for a given c∞.
4. Spin-flip dynamics
The spin-flip evolution of the crystal atoms is per-
formed using the standard Glauber dynamics of an Ising
model [56, 64]. For a randomly selected site correspond-
ing to a crystal atom, trial flips si → −si are accepted
with a probability min [exp(−∆E/kBT ), 1].
5. Solute diffusivity
The solute diffusivity is built on diffusion events
wherein a solute exchanges its position with one of the
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(randomly selected) four nearest neighbor crystal atoms.
For a randomly selected site corresponding to a solute
atom, a diffusion event is accepted if r ≤ 4Ds, where r
is a random number within the range [0, 1]. The event is
accepted with a probability similar to the spin-flip event,
min [exp(−∆E/kBT ), 1]. As such, the diffusivity is a
weakly dependent on the concentration - it decreases for
a nearest neighboring solute. It increases/decreases for
diffusion into/away from the interface region λ ≤ 3a,
with the net increase a balance between attractive forces
between the solute and the interface and the higher solute
concentration within the interface region.
6. Interface tracking and interface MSD
The spatially averaged interface position in the bicrys-
tal h¯(t) is related to the net spin in the system, normal-
ized by the interface dimension. That is,
h¯(t) =
Nc(si = 1)−Nc(si = −1)
2Lx
,
where N(si = 1) and N(si = −1) are the number of crys-
tal atoms with spins up and down, respectively, and Lx is
the length of the interface. The temporal evolution of the
interface MSD 〈h¯2〉 is averaged over 100 independent sim-
ulations and reported as a function of the Monte-Carlo
steps per site, MCS/site.
C. Atomic-scale simulations of grain boundary in
α-Fe
1. Interaction potential
The Fe-Fe and Fe-C interactions are described using
the empirical interatomic potential developed by Hep-
burn and Ackland [57]. The potential is well-suited for
studying the energetics and kinetics of carbon intersti-
tials in body-centered cubic iron. The study is limited to
dilute carbon concentrations (c∞ = 0.001 wt%) and tem-
perature T = 1000 K, where precipitation of carbide par-
ticles (cementite) and the transformation to face-centered
cubic (FCC) austenite are unimportant.
2. Simulation geometry
The simulation cell is periodic in-plane (Lx = 8.47 nm
and Ly = 4.08 nm) and ends with free surfaces normal
to the boundary (Lz = 75.20 nm). Here we have Lz al-
most 10 times larger than the other two dimensions to
eliminate the interaction between free surface and grain
boundary. To eliminate spurious effects due to segrega-
tion at the free surfaces, we employ z-edge regions with
controlled carbon concentration set to c∞. The structure
is locally relaxed at 0 K using conjugate gradient mini-
mization and the temperature is gradually increased at
zero pressure via isothermal-isobaric (NPT) molecular-
dynamics (MD) simulations (Nos´e-Hoover thermostat,
time step of 2 fs). Atom deletion/addition interspersed
with volume perturbations normal to the boundary plane
(NPT MD) are employed to equilibrate the structure at
T = 1000 K. The iterative procedure is implemented until
energy converges to a minimum.
3. Equilibrium solute distribution
The equilibrium carbon segregation profile is obtained
using a grand-canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) com-
putations developed by the authors within the Large-
scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator,
LAMMPS [65]. For computational efficiency, the Fe
atoms are frozen initially during the GCMC simulations
and interstitial carbon atoms are added, deleted and
moved corresponding to the prescribed chemical poten-
tial. The segregation of carbon atoms leads to changes
in pressure, and to that end addition/deletion of Fe
atoms followed by NPT MD simulations are used to ob-
tain the relaxed, energy minimum grain boundary struc-
ture. For more details on computational methodology,
see Ref. [49].
4. Grain boundary MSD
The molecular dynamics simulations were performed
using LAMMPS. To get the ensemble averaged bound-
ary MSD, we generate 100 independent configurations
by performing canonical (NVT) Monte-Carlo simulations
on the equilibrated segregation equilibrium profile. For
computational efficiency, the trial moves are limited to
the interfacial region. Thereafter, NPT MD simulations
are again performed to relax any build of pressure, fol-
lowed by NVT MD simulations. Each of the NVT simu-
lations is run for at least 2 ns. The boundary is tracked
to a high degree of precision using a local orientation or-
der parameter associated with the configuration of the
Fe atoms [26].
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